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Abstract. The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) was used to obtain
measurements of spatially and spectrally resolved CH3 OH emission from comet C/2012 K1
(PanSTARRS) on 28-29 June 2014. Detection of 12-14 emission lines of CH3 OH on each day
permitted the derivation of spatially-resolved rotational temperature proﬁles (averaged along
the line of sight), for the innermost 5000 km of the coma. On each day, the CH3 OH distribution
was centrally peaked and approximately consistent with spherically symmetric, uniform outﬂow.
The azimuthally-averaged CH3 OH rotational temperature (Tr o t ) as a function of sky-projected
nucleocentric distance (ρ), fell by about 40 K between ρ = 0 and 2500 km on 28 June, whereas
on 29 June, Tr o t fell by about 50 K between ρ = 0 km and 1500 km. A remarkable (∼ 50 K) rise
in Tr o t at ρ =1500-2500 km on 29 June was not present on 28 June. The observed variations
in CH3 OH rotational temperature are interpreted primarily as a result of variations in the
coma kinetic temperature due to adiabatic cooling, and heating through Solar irradiation, but
collisional and radiative non-LTE excitation processes also play a role.
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1. Introduction
Comets are believed to have formed around 4.5 Gyr ago and contain ice, dust and
debris left over from the formation of the Solar System. Their compositions can therefore reveal information on the physical and chemical properties of the protosolar disk and
prior interstellar cloud. Much of our knowledge on cometary compositions comes from remote (ground-based) observations, for which relatively low angular resolution and spatial
coverage limits the amount of information that can be obtained. In particular, there is a
lack of understanding concerning the physical and chemical structure of the near-nucleus
coma, at distances less than a few thousand kilometres from the nucleus.
The ﬁrst cometary observations with ALMA were reported by Cordiner et al. (2014),
who measured the distributions of HCN, HNC and H2 CO in the inner comae of comets
C/2012 F6 (Lemmon) and C/2012 S1 (ISON). By virtue of its large abundance in comets
and its complex energy level structure, methanol (CH3 OH), is the most readily-detectable
molecule for probing the coma temperature at radio/sub-mm wavelengths. Here, we
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Figure 1. ALMA ﬂux maps of CH3 OH in comet C/2012 K1 (PanSTARRS) observed 2014-06-28
at 252 GHz (left) and 2014-06-29 at 338 GHz (right). White crosses indicate the emission peaks,
which are employed as the origin of the coordinate axes. Contours are plotted at 3σ intervals,
where σ is the RMS noise in each map. The PSF FWHM are shown lower left. Direction of Sun
(S) and orbital trail (T) are indicated lower right along with the illumination phase.

Figure 2. CH3 OH spectra observed on 2014-06-28 of the K = 3−2 band (left) and on 2014-06-29
of the J = 7 −6 band (right). Ticks indicate detected CH3 OH lines. These spectra were averaged
over a 0.1 -thick annulus centered on the nucleus, with an inner radius of 0.2

brieﬂy summarise some early results that exploit the unprecedented resolution and sensitivity of ALMA to provide new information on the distribution and temperature of
CH3 OH in the inner coma of comet C/2012 K1 (PanSTARRS).

2. Observations
ALMA observations of C/2012 K1 (PanSTARRS) were obtained on 2014-06-28 19:0720:05 and 2014-06-28 17:37-18:26 at a heliocentric distance rH = 1.43 AU and geocentric
distance Δ = 1.97 AU. The CH3 OH K = 3 − 2 band near 251.9 GHz was observed on
28 June and the J = 7 − 6 band near 338.5 GHz was observed on 29 June. Atmospheric
conditions were outstanding throughout (with zenith PWV < 0.4 mm). Thirty 12-m
antennae, with baseline lengths 20-650 m, resulted in an angular resolution of 0.80 ×0.43
at 252 GHz and 0.71 × 0.33 at 338 GHz, with 488 kHz spectral resolution. The data
were ﬂagged, calibrated and imaged using standard CASA routines (see Cordiner et al.
2014). Twelve individual CH3 OH emission lines (originating from the K = 3 rotational
level, with ΔK = −1, ΔJ = 0) were detected on 28 June and fourteen lines (originating
from the J = 7 level, with ΔJ = −1, ΔK = 0) were detected on 29 June.
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Figure 3. Azimuthally-averaged temperature proﬁles for the K = 3 − 2 (252 GHz) band (left)
and the J = 7 − 6 (338 GHz) band (right). Statistical 1σ error envelopes are shown.

3. Results
Fig. 1 shows the observed CH3 OH ﬂux maps integrated over the strongest lines detected in each band. To ﬁrst order (given the noise), these ALMA maps are consistent
with azimuthal symmetry about the peak, and can be modeled under the assumption
of an isotropic outﬂow from the nucleus (Cordiner et al. 2014). To obtain the highest
spectroscopic signal-to-noise ratio as a function of radius, the spectral data cubes were
azimuthally averaged about the emission peak, allowing for a signiﬁcant improvement
in sensitivity (particularly towards larger radii). The data were binned into a series of
0.1 -thick annuli centered on the emission peak, and the average ﬂux was taken in each
annulus, resulting in azimuthally-averaged spectra (S¯ν ) as a function of sky-projected
radius ρ from the optocenter. The S¯ν for ρ = 0.25 (≈ 360 km) are shown in Fig. 2.
From the observed emission line strengths, an excitation diagram technique was used
to derive the CH3 OH rotational temperature (Tr ot ) as a function of ρ, following a similar
method to that described by Disanti et al. (2006). Integrated line intensities (and their
statistical errors) for each annulus were ﬁrst converted to brightness temperature units
(K km s−1 ) using the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation. Then using the standard (optically
thin) relationship between brightness temperature and column density (e.g. Cummins
et al. 1986), the column density (Ni ) corresponding to each line ﬂux (Si dv) was plotted
as a function of upper-state energy (Ei ), and the gradient (m) of this diagram was derived.
Assuming LTE, the excitation temperature for which m = 0 represents Tr ot (the mean
rotational temperature along the line of sight), and the error on Tr ot is calculated from
σm dTr ot /dm. This technique has the advantage over the conventional rotational diagram
method that blended lines can be included through use of the weighted mean energy
(< Ei >) of the blended transitions. Further details of this analysis will be provided in
a future article (Cordiner et al., in prep.).

4. Discussion and Conclusion
Fig. 3 shows the azimuthally-averaged temperature proﬁles as a function of skyprojected distance from the emission peak, for both sets of CH3 OH observations. Both
datasets show a general trend for decreasing rotational temperatures as a function of
distance between ρ = 0 and 1500 km, although the decrease was much slower on June
28th than June 29th. In fact, on June 28th (for the K = 3 − 2 band), a possible increase
in Tr ot occurred (from 60.2 ± 7.8 K to 69.4 ± 8.6 K) between ρ = 0 and 500 km. This
was followed by a relatively slow decrease with radius to 17.6 ± 6.4 K at ρ = 2500 km.
Conversely, on June 29th (for the J = 7 − 6 band), there was a rapid decrease in Tr ot
from 84.0 ± 2.4 K to 28.6 ± 4.2 K between ρ = 0 and 1400 km, followed by a signiﬁcant
increase to 90 ± 30 K at ρ ≈ 2400 km.
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The maximum radial extent of the CH3 OH ﬂux detected by ALMA was approx.
2500 km. However, contemporaneous position-switched observations of the 338 GHz
CH3 OH band were obtained using the APEX telescope on June 29th. These (singlepointing) data provide a measure of the mean rotational temperature within the 18
(26,000 km) APEX beam. A value of Tr ot = 20 ± 7 K was derived, which shows that
over the larger values of ρ probed by APEX, the temperature was signiﬁcantly less than
in the inner few thousand km probed by ALMA. Such variations in temperature with
distance from the nucleus have been observed previously by long-slit IR spectroscopy
(e.g. Bonev et al. 2013), and are predicted by theoretical studies due to adiabatic cooling
of the outﬂowing gas (see Rodgers et al. 2005, and references therein).
Interpretation of CH3 OH rotational temperatures is non-trivial due to the low density of the coma, as demonstrated by Bockelée-Morvan et al. (1994). Radiative cooling
combined with decreased collision rates as a function of radius results in departure from
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), such that with increasing ρ, Tr ot falls increasingly below the coma kinetic temperature Tk in . Detailed excitation modelling (including
radiative pumping, cooling and collisions between CH3 OH, H2 O and electrons), shows
that Tr ot (J = 7 − 6) falls more rapidly as a function of ρ than Tr ot (K = 3 − 2), due to the
larger radiative relaxation rates of the J = 7 levels. On both dates, however, non-LTE
eﬀects alone are insuﬃcient to explain the observed temperature drops with increasing
ρ, so these are attributed to adiabatic cooling of the coma. The increasing temperature
with distance between 1500-2500 km on June 29th is diﬃcult to explain, but a possible
source of heating may be through the sublimation of icy grains in the coma, heated by
Solar radiation (see Fougere et al. 2012).
As a caveat to our analysis, the ALMA observations are not sensitive to large-scale
ﬂux from the outer coma (on angular scales  5 or ρ  4000 km), which could bias our
derived Tr ot (ρ) curves. The magnitude of this eﬀect will be quantiﬁed through detailed
simulations in a future article, but the optimal method to deal with this problem will be
through direct (line by line) modelling of the interferometric visibilities.
Our ALMA observations of CH3 OH emission at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths have permitted the ﬁrst ‘instantaneous’, spatially-resolved 2-D measurements of
rotational temperatures in the inner few thousand kilometers (sky-projected distance) of
a cometary coma. Large variations in the CH3 OH rotational temperature in C/2012 K1
(Panstarrs) over distances ∼ 1000 km are likely due to variations in the coma kinetic
temperature, the cause of which will be investigated in more detail in a future article.
This study demonstrates that spatial temperature variations may need to be considered
when deriving coma molecular abundances from spectral line data. Further high resolution observations and modelling are required in order to better understand the coma
thermal physics and molecular excitation, and to assist in the determination of more
accurate cometary compositions.
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